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Abstract of Dissertation Presented to the Graduate Council 
of the University of Florida in Partial Fulfillment of the 

Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy 

CONCERNING THE ROLE OF DEFORMATION TWINNING 
AND DYNAMIC STRAIN AGING ON THE STRESS-STRAIN 

CURVES OF ALPHA TITANIUM 

By 

A. T. Santhanam 

August, 1971 

Chairman: Dr. Robert E. Reed-Hill 
Major Department: Metallurgical and Materials Engineering 

The tensile behavior of commercial purity titanium is 

strongly influenced by the deformation temperature and the 

strain rate. The shapes of the stress-strain curves vary 

widely over the entire range of test temperatures (77° to 

1073°K) and strain rates (2.7 x 10- 6 to 2.7 x 10- 1 sec- 1 ) 

employed in the present study. For example, at 77°K the 

true stress - true strain curve is linear to very large 

strains. These strains are nearly twice that observed at 

room temperature. A quantitative microstructure study on 

specimens deformed at 77°K showed a high volume fraction of 

twins. It is believed that the high work hardening rate 

that persists up to large strains at 77°K is related to 

twinning and that it could result from either or all of 

the following factors: lattice reorientation due to twinning , 

Xl 



the role of twinning on the Petch effect, and the effect 

of twinning on the dynamic recovery. 

Between 550° and 850 0 K dynamic strain aging greatly 

influences the stress-strain behavior. It makes the yield 

stress temperature and strain rate insensitive, causes 

ductility anomalies similar to the blue brittle effect in 

steel, lowers the strain rate sensitivity, and produces 

maxima in the work hardening rates that are temperature and 

strain rate dependent. It is demonstrated that the "blue 

brittle" effect in titanium is not a true embrittlement 

phenomenon. Rather, it is a necking phenomenon that pro

motes necking to occur at small strains. Also, the strain 

associated with the neck is very small at the ductility 

minimum temperature. On the other hand, just above the 

ductility minimum temperature there is a very rapid rise in 

the total elongation but most of this occurs during necking, 

resulting in an extended or diffuse neck. The conditions 

that cause diffuse necks in commercial titanium just above 

the blue brittle temperature are different from those that 

produce this type of neck in superplasticity. In super

plasticity the necking phenomenon is associated with a 

direct dependence of the flow stress on the strain rate, 

whereas in the present case it is primarily due to the 

rate dependent work hardening associated with dynamic strain 

aging. 
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Strain rate change tests also do not have the same 

effect on the shape of the stress-strain diagram at all 

temperatures. Only within rather limited temperature 

ranges does the flow stress change smoothly and continuously 

to a value characteristic of the new deformation rate. In 

dynamic strain aging a rate increase produces a small transi

ent flow stress maximum similar in appearance to a yield 

point, while equivalent minima are observed on a decrease 

in rate. An analysis using a modified Johnston-Gilman ap

proach has shown that the transients can be obtained by as

suming that the mobile dislocation density increases more 

rapidly with increasing strain rate and similarly decreases 

with decreasing strain rate during a time interval at which 

transients are observed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the past decade titanium has reversed its position 

in the metals field from that of a rare and expensive metal 

to a major structural material for a variety of applications 

such as airframe systems, spaceships and mass transportation 

vehicles. The ever-increasing technological importance of 

this metal has created a need for a more complete under

standing of its mechanical behavior. The most widely em

ployed test for studying mechanical behavior is the tensile 

test. This simple test yields data that are widely used 

for design purposes and also for understanding the rate con

trolling dislocation mechanisms associated with thermally 

activated deformation as well as the work hardening behavior. 

While studies of mechanical behavior of titanium have been 

carried out in the past, they have often been restricted 

both with regard to testing temperature interval and defor

mation rate, with the result that a broad picture of the 

deformation behavior has been difficult to obtain. There

fore, an attempt is made here to investi gate the plastic 

deformation behavior of commercial purity titanium over 

the almost complete range of stability of its hexagonal 

close packed alpha phase and over a wide range of de f orma

tion rates. 

I 
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The present work is an offshoot of a research program 

initiated by Reed-Hill l of the University of Florida to 

study the flow stress components during tensile deforma

tion of alpha titanium. During the course of this investi-

gation, it was found that if one plotted the logarithm of 

yield stress against absolute temperature, there was a 

general linear dependence except for two deviations, one 

centered around 250 0 K and the other lying between 550° and 

In both these regions, anomalies were found in 

strain rate sensitivity, work hardening behavior and the 

effect of strain rate changes on the shape of the stress-

strain curves. In particular, tensile specimens deformed 

at 673°K showed much greater work hardening when deformed 

at slower rates than when deformed at faster rates. The 

results were rationalized in terms of total and mobile dis-

location densities that might become functions of strain 

rate, probably as a result of dynamic strain aging. 2 

The above results implied that detailed investigation 

of the work hardening behavior of alpha titanium might un-

cover some important new information. This has indeed been 

true since it led to the discovery of the existence of maxi

ma in work hardening rate that are strain rate and tempera-

ture dependent. It will be shown that the work hardening 

maxima, together with other observations like a low strain 

rate sensitivity, the Portevin-Le Chatelier effect and a 

temperature and strain rate insensitive yield stress in the 
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temperature range between 550 0 and 800 0 K, are strong mani

festations of dynamic strain aging. The role of dynamic 

strain aging on other aspects of plastic deformation of 

titanium will be discussed. In particular, the shapes of 

the stress-strain curves as affected by dynamic strain 

aging and dynamic recovery will be discussed. 

Attention will also be given to the important role 

played by deformation twinning in the plastic deformation 

of titanium at low temperatures. An analysis will be pre

sented that will bring out the possible close connection 

between deformation twinning and the high ductility ob

served at the temperature of liquid nitrogen. 

It is also the purpose of this dissertation to develop 

a consistent theory that will explain the various shapes 

of the stress-strain curves obtained upon a strain rate 

change. The experimental observations at various tempera

tures wi.ll be compared to the theoretical curves calculated 

from the theory of dislocation dynamics to determine what 

values of the various parameters such as dislocation multi

plication rate and dislocation velocity exponent are needed 

to reproduce the experimentally observed results. 



CHAPTER I 

PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 

1.1. Deformation Modes of Alpha Titanium 

Titanium slips primarily on the {lOla} planes in the 

[1120] direction. Slip on the {1011} <1120 > system also 

occurs , but it is less important, and in coarse grained 

specimens of commercial titanium, used by Rose, Dube and 

Alexander,3 occurred only when all three {lOla} systems were 

operative. Anderson, Jillson and Dunbar,4 using large ti-

tanium crystals, found prismatic slip {1010} <1120 > to be the 

most active, but did not observe {lOll}. However, they re-

ported basal slip for a limited range of orientations. 

Slip on the basal plane in the [1120] direction has also 
. 5 

been reported by Churchman for the single crystals of com-

mercial pure titanium. Churchman also reported that the 

critical resolved shear stress for slip on the basal plane 

is greater than that for {lOTI} slip, which in turn is 

greater than that for {IOIO} slip. 

Rosi, Perkins and Seigle 6 studied the deformation 

mechanisms of coarse grained iodide titanium specimens and 

found that at 77°K slip takes place only on {lOla} planes 

in a [1120] direction and that at 773° and 1073°K prismatic 

slip was still the primary form with {lOll} pyramidal slip 

4 
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being of secondary importance. The work of McHargue and 

Hammond 7 on iodide titanium specimens at 1088°K also 

showed that slip on the {IOTO} planes was still the pre

dominant mode of deformation although {lOTI} pyramidal 

slip occurred much more frequently than at room temperature. 

Cass 8 and Williams and Blackburn9 studied dislocation sub-

structures in deformed commercial purity titanium and iden

tified dislocations with ~+a Burgers vectors. 

Deformation twinning also plays an important role in 

the plastic deformation of titanium, particularly at low 

temperatures. Thus, Rosi, Dub€ and Alexander 3 and Rosi, 

Perkins and Seigle 6 have identified twins on {10T2}, {llZl}, 

{11Z2}, {1123}, and {11Z4} planes. More recently, Lii, 

Ramachandran and Reed-Hill lO reported twins on {11Z2} and 

{11Z4} planes. Occasionally {10T2} twins were also found 

by these authors. The volume fraction of twins was found 

to decrease with increasing temperature. The work of Kula 

and DeSistoll also showed the presence of deformation twins 

in coarse grained commercial purity titanium specimens de-

12 On the other hand, Orava, Stone and Conrad 

have reported that ln very fine grained commercial purity 

titanium, twinning was not observed even after strains be-

yond 10 percent at 77°K. This disagreement in the litera-

ture concerning the existence and importance of twinning ln 

the low temperature deformation of titanium has very re

cently been resolved by Garde and Reed-Hill 13 who showed 
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metallographically that deformation twinning occurs sig-

nificantly and is important in the low temperature deforma-

tion of swaged high purity titanium specimens even at a 

grain size of 2.4~. 

1.2. Low Temperature Deformation 

The preceding paragraph showed that twinning 1S an 

important deformation mode in titanium below room tempera-

ture. That twinning not only occurs in titanium at low 

temperatures, but has a significant effect on the mechani-

cal behavior of this metal, can be seen in the early work 

of Rosi and Perkins 14 and the later work of Wasilewski. lS 

In the experiments of Rosi and Perkins,14 cylindrical ten-

sile specimens of commercial purity titanium became ellip-

tical in cross-section after deformation. The observed 

ellipticity decreased with decreasing deformation tempera-

ture, suggesting a shift in the deformation mode. Lii, 

Ramachandran and Reed-Hill lO have demonstrated from quanti-

tative microstructure studies that the observed variation 

of strain anisotropy with temperature in titanium can be 

accounted for by variations in the volume fraction of the 

twinned material. 

There is also evidence that deformation twinning could 

affect the shape of the stress-strain curves at low temper-

o kolS d h h 0 0 0 atures. Was1lews 1 reporte t at w en a t1tan1um spec1men 

is deformed in tension at 77°K, a linear true stress-true 
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strain curve results. He suggested that this "laminar flow" 

could result from a combination of slip and twinning. Wasi-

lewski further concluded that the large uniform elongation 

observed at 77°K was related to the ease with which twin-

ning occurred in this metal. Recent results in our labora-

tory at the University of Florida have also confirmed the 

close connection between deformation twinning and linear 

stress-strain curve in transverse zirconium specimen de-

formed at 77°K. 

1.3. Elevated Temperature Properties 

The short-time tensile characteristics of alpha titani-

urn have be~n under study for nearly two decades. Among 

these early studies,the first systematic investigation was 

made by Rosi and Perkins 14 on commercial titanium (0.05 wt. 

% C, 0.08 wt. % N, 0.10 wt. % Fe). Their results indicated 

the occurrence of strain again phenomena in this metal. 

Yield drops were observed in a narrow temperature interval, 

390° to SSSoK. The total elongation to failure decreased 

between 500° and 72SoK. A slight depression in the stress-

strain curve near the ultimate stress at 72S oK was referred 

to as discontinuous yielding. A higher work hardening rate 

at this temperature compared to that at a lower temperature, 

62S oK, was reported. But its significance was not analy zed. 

h k f · d· 16 . 1 . t . T e wor 0 Klessel an Slnnott on commerCla tl anl-

urn confirmed the findings of Rosi and Perkins that titanium 
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exhibits strain aging characteristics. Yield points and 

serrations in the stress-strain curve were observed in a 

temperature range of 373° to 6l5°K and the elongation de

creased in the range of 590° to 700 0 K. Kiessel and Sin

nott 14 also observed strain aging effects in creep tests 

using titanium containing 0.037 wt. % carbon. Following 

an initial decrease between 20° and 100°C, the stress re

quired to maintain a chosen creep rate increased to a maxi

mum at approximately 200°C. Turner and Roberts 17 attrib

uted a peak in the fatigue limit to ultimate tensile 

strength ratio of titanium at 523°K to a weak dynamic aging 

effect. On the other hand, Suiter18 expressed doubts about 

the occurrence of strain aging in titanium, although his 

commercial purity metal and a wide variety of solid solu-

tions containing oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, aluminum, tin 

and zirconium all showed pronounced ductility minima similar 

to the blue brittle effect in steel. Then, in 1966, Orava, 

Stone and Conrad
12 

published an extensive set of tensile 

data on fine grained titanium specimens of commercial pur

ity, but the role of strain aging was largely ignored. In 

a recent review paper on strain aging of metals, Baird19 

points out that the yield point and strain aging effects 

in titanium are consistent with a relatively weak interac

tion between interstitial atoms and dislocations in titani-

urn. There thus exist in literature conflicting opinions 

about the role of dynamic strain aging in titanium. It will 
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be shown in the following chapters that contrary to the 

popular belief dynamic strain aging play s a very si gnifi

cant role in the plastic deformation of commercial purity 

titanium. 

It will be well at this point to consider the general 

theory of flow stress components and t heir relation to 

dynamic strain aging. 

1.4. The Flow Stress of Metals 

Recent advances in dislocation t heory ma k e it possib le 

to define the stress required to deform a metal in t erms o f 

experimentally determined parameter s . The £ 1 0\1 stress of a 

nearly pure metal can thus be div ide d into t~o bas i c compo 

nents. One component is that requi r e d t o f orce dis locations 

past obstacles, whose stress fiel d int e r a c tions wi t h moving 

dislocations are short-range in character. Thi s inv o l ve s 

thermal activation. The other flow stress comp onent i s t h e 

stress required to move dislocations against the opp osing 

long-range stress fields inside the metal. This is not be

lieved to be directly controlled by thermal activation. 

This component of flow stress is temperature independent ex 

cept for a small indirect dependence through the tempera

ture variation of shear modulus. Monteiro et al. 20 pro

posed that these two flow stress components be called as 

and a£ in conformity with their short- and long-range 



character. Thus, 

a = a + a s 5/, 

10 

(1) 

The studies of Johnston and Gilman,2l Johnston 22 and 

Hahn 23 have helped to more clearly define the thermally 

activated component. Thus as may be expressed in the form 

D [ E: ] 11m 
Pmb (2) 

where E: is the strain rate, Pm is the mobile dislocation 

density, b is the Burgers vector, m is the dislocation 

velocity exponent, and D is a constant. as is not a strong 

function of dislocation density and does not vary appreci-

ably with strain. On the other hand, thin film electron 

microscopy studies have shown that the long-range flow 

stress component, a5/,' is largely determined by the total 

dislocation density developed as a result of deformation 

in the metal. For example, Dingley and McLean's24 data on 

99.97 percent pure iron have shown the following functional 

relationship between a and p, the total dislocation density. 

1/2 
a = a + kp o 

(3) 

where a and k are constants. 
o 

In this equation,the second 

term, kp l/2 ,can be considered to represent the long -range 

flow stress component, a5/,' 

short - range component, as' 

Then a must represent the o 

Reed-Hill l has demonstrated 
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that this is nearly true in commercial purity titanium. 

1.5. The Temperature Dependence 
of Flow Stress 

Reed-Hill l has pointed out, citing evidence from at 

. 15 25-29 
least SlX papers,' that the flow stress at small 

strains in metals measured at a constant strain rate tends 

to vary exponentially with the absolute temperature accord-

ing to the equation 

-BT 
° Os e 

s 
0 

(4) 

£n 
Os 

-BT or 0-- = (5) 
So 

where Os is the flow stress at small strains, Os 1S the 
o 

flow stress at OaK, B is a constant, and T is the absolute 

temperature. The subscript, s, has been added to ° to indi-

cate that the measured flow stress at very small strains in 

coarse grained metals probably conforms to the thermally 

activated stress component. An excellent example of such 

a relationship can be seen in Carreker's data 25 on coarse 

grained high purity platinum wires. This is shown in Fig. 1 

which gives the stress to produce several strain rates at a 

strain of 0.01 as a function of temperature. The strain 

rates vary from 10- 6 to 10 0 -1 
sec Note that the data con-

form very well to Eq. (5). The slope B decreases with 
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platinum. Data of Carreker. 25 
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increasing strain rate, but all seven straight lines meet 

at zero degree absolute. 

Equation (5) has also been found to be valid for low 

interstitial titanium by Wasilewski. lS However, his data 

cover only a small temperature interval, from 77° to 623°K. 

1.6. The Activation Energy for 
Plastic Flow 

Let us assume that the thermal activation involved in 

the plastic flow of metals can be described by ordinary 

rate theory with an activation energy, H. The strain rate 

is then given by 

E = A exp(-H/RT) (6) 

where A includes a frequency factor that depends on the 

nature of the obstacle, the mobile dislocation density and 

the Burgers vector, and R is the universal gas constant. 

Solving Eq. (6) for H, 

H -RT .Q,n(E:/A) (7) 

Comparing Eqs. (5) and (7), we can write 

H (8) 
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1.7. The Temperature Dependence of the 
Strain Rate Sensitivity Parameter 

Substitution of Eq. (8) into Eq. (6) gives 

(9) 

The applied strain rate is related to the thermally acti-

vated flow stress component through a power law. If we now 

assume that A is independent of temperature and strain rate, 

Eq. (9) leads to 

(10) 

where (2 and El are two different strain rates and 0S2 and 

° are the corresponding thermally activated flow stress 
sl 

components. 

The strain rate sensitivity parameter, n, is defined 

as 

(11) 

This can be measured by direct strain rate change experi-

ments at small strains where the long-range flow stress 

component would be expected to be small. The parameter n 

is computed from the following equation. 

n 
tn 02 / 01 

tn E2 / El 
(12) 
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A comparison of Eq. (12) with Eq. (10) shows that the 

strain rate sensitivity parameter should be a linear func-

tion of temperature. 

n = RT/H 
o (13) 

This is in very good agreement with Carreker's data 25 on 

platinum shown in Fig. 2. 

1.8. Dynamic Strain Aging 

In recent years it is becoming increasingly apparent 

that the mechanical behavior of most commercial metals is 

affected by a process known as "strain aging." The term 

"strain aging" refers to an increase in flow stress on 

aging after or during straining. If aging occurs after 

straining, the phenomenon is called "static strain aging," 

and if aging occurs concurrently with straining it is re-

ferred to as "dynamic strain aging." Here we are primarily 

interested in the latter. 

A classic example of manifestation of dynamic strain 

aging is "blue brittleness" in steel. 30 The name is derived 

from the fact that when steel is heated to about 200°C, it 

acquires an oxide coating that is bluish in color and is 

b · 1 h k d N . . 31-38 h t d rltt e w en wor e. umerous lnvestlgators ave s u -

ied the dynamic strain aging phenomenon and have come to 

the conclusion that the loss of ductility is only one of 
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several aspects associated with dynamic strain aging. The 

other aspects of dynamic strain aging that have been identi-

fied are: 1) peaks or plateaus in flow stress-temperature 

diagrams, 2) abnormally low strain rate sensitivity, 3) dis

continuous yielding or Portevin-Le Chatelier 39 phenomenon 

(serrated stress-strain curves), and 4) increased work 

hardening rates. 

Excellent review papers 19 ,38 have been written on the 

subject and only the broad aspects will be considered here. 

Most of the effects observed in dynamic strain aging are 

qualitively explained as arising from the segregation of 

solute atoms to dislocations, pinning the latter or by 

providing increased frictional resistance to the motion of 

° d dO 1 ° 19 unp1nne . 1S ocat10ns. Both interstitial and substitu-

tional solutes may be involved, but the high diffusion co-

efficients of the interstitial solutes and their high inter-

action energies with dislocations are believed to produce 

marked strain aging effects at comparatively low tempera-

tures. 

The temperature interval over which dynamic strain 

aging effects are most pronounced depends on the deformation 

rate. In mild steel, for example, at normal strain rates 

(10- 4 sec-I) it occurs near 200°C. 24 ,3S,36 It can be made 

to occur at room temperature at very slow deformation rates 

(10 - 6 sec- l )40,4l or at as high a temperature as 500°C when 

the strain rate is raised to 600 sec- l . 32 
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In the hexagonal close packed metal, zirconium, Rama

chandran and Reed-Hil1 42 observed a hardening peak at 675°K 

when the deformation rate was 1.3 x 10- 5 sec-I. This peak 

shifted to 875°K at a strain rate of 1.3 x 10- 2 sec-I. At 

a still higher rate comparable to that used in hot rolling, 

Simcoe and Thomas 43 have shown a flow stress peak in zirconi

um at 1073°K. Dynamic strain aging effects are therefore 

very significant over an extremely wide range of temperatures 

in metals in which strain aging has an important effect on 

the work hardening rate. 

Although much work has been done on the Portevin-

Le Chatelier 39 effect associated with dynamic strain aging, 

very little attention has been paid to the nature of the 

work hardening maxima, especially their dependence on the 

deformation rate. Furthermore, the shapes of the stress

strain curves obtained in the dynamic strain aging region 

have never been analyzed in detail. In the present investi-

gation on the commercial purity titanium, attention is given 

to the above points and the role they play on other aspects 

of the plastic deformation of titanium. 



CHAPTER II 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

2.1. Material 

Hot rolled and annealed commercial purity polycrys

talline alpha titanium plate, obtained from Reactive Metals, 

Inc., was used as the base material in the present investi

gation. The plate texture was uniform with basal planes of 

the grains predominantly parallel to the rolling plane. 

The chemical analysis of the metal is as follows: carbon 

200 ppm; nitrogen 100 ppm; oxygen 1,360 ppm; hydrogen 54-92 

ppm; iron 1,600 ppm; and balance titanium. The average 

grain size, determined by the linear intercept method, was 

16 microns. The microstructure of the as-received material 

is shown in Fig. 3. 

2.2. Specimen Preparation 

Only longitudinal (parallel to the rolling direction) 

specimens were used for the current study. Pieces 3/8 by 

3/ 8 by 3 inches were sawed off from the plate as shown in 

Fig. 4. The direction of the rolling plane normal was 

marked on one end of each piece so that the former could be 

identified on the finished specimen. The pieces were 

19 
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Fig. 3. Microstructure of the as-received annealed 
titanium. Magnification 250 times. 
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machined into cylindrical tensile specimens with a 1.25-

inch by 0.20-inch gage section and 5/16-18 threads at 

either end. The specimen geometry 1S also shown in Fig. 4. 

The gage section of each specimen was polished with 600-

grit emory paper to remove the tool marks introduced during 

machining. All specimens were tested in the as-machined 

condition, since no difference was observed in the plastic 

behavior between the as-machined and chemically machined 

specimens. 

2.3. Apparatus and Testing Procedure 

Two basic types of tensile tests were performed. 

1) Strain rate change tests, involving rate changes 

between 2.7 x 10- 5 and 2.7 x 10- 4 sec-I, at temperatures 

over the range 77° to 1073°K. 

2) Tests in which the temperature and strain rate 

were maintained constant throughout the test. The strain 

rates varied from 2.7 x 10- 6 to 2.7 x 10- 1 sec- l and tem

peratures from 77° to 1073°K. 

All tests were carried out in an Instron Testing 

Machine, model TTC, of 10,000 pounds capacity. The strain 

rate changes were made instantaneously by an electronic 

switching mechanism. The machine had a load weighing accu

racy of ±0.5 percent of the indicated load. Elongations 

were measured from the crosshead motion with a sensitiv i t y 

of about 10- 4 inch. Below room temperature, tests were 
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conducted in baths of liquid nitrogen (77°K), dry ice and 

acetone (193°K) and ice water (273°K). Temperatures be

tween 193° and 273°K were obtained by mixing the cold ace

tone used for the 193°K test with fresh acetone. The low 

temperature test accessories are shown in Fig. 5. The 

specimen was mounted inside a perforated stainless steel 

tube attached to the bottom surface of the Instron cross

head. The purpose of the perforations was to allow the 

liquid of the low temperature bath to flow around the spec

imen and the grips. The top end of the specimen was at

tached to a long stainless steel rod which was in turn con

nected to the load cell. The other end of the specimen was 

attached to the bottom of the perforated tube by means of 

a collar with hemispherical head. The assembly mounted on 

the Instron Testing Machine is shown in Fig. 6. After 

mounting the specimen in the manner indicated above, a Dewar 

flask filled with suitable refrigerant was raised by means 

of a jack so that the specimen and the grips were completely 

immersed in the bath. The specimens were soaked for half 

an hour before testing. The temperature was measured by a 

low temperature thermometer and was maintained to within 

±loK throughout the test. 

For the tests above room temperature, a kanthal wound 

furnace, shown in Fig. 7, was used. The specimen was mount

ed inside a high temperature vacuum capsule which was suit

ably modified to pass inert gas throughout the test. The 
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Fig. 5. Low temperature test accessories: pull rod, 
perforated pulling tube, specimen and bottom 
grip. 
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Fig. 6. Low temperature test assembly mounted on the 
Instron machine . . 
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Fig. 7. High temperature tensile test assembly. 
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pull rod assembly and the capsule are shown in Fig. 8. The 

specimens were protected from surface oxidation by pure 

argon gas which was first desiccated through concentrated 

sulphuric acid and anhydrous calcium sulphate and gettered 

by passing through hot zirconium and copper chips. Addi

tional protection from surface oxidation was obtained by 

placing pure dry zirconium chips in a tantalum tube sur

rounding the specimen. The temperature was controlled by 

two variacs set for high and low voltages and a switching 

mechanism. The specimen temperature was measured by a 

chromel-alumel thermocouple placed near the center of the 

gage section. The maximum variation in temperature along 

the gage length was ±2°K. The specimens were soaked at 

test temperature at least one-half hour before starting the 

test. 

Some specimens deformed at 77°K were sectioned and 

mounted in epoxy cold mount for metallographic examination. 

Care was taken to view a plane perpendicular to the rolling 

plane, since the extinction under polarized light is sharp

er on these planes. The specimen was metallographically 

polished and etched electrolytically in a solution contain

ing 118 ml methanol, 70 ml butanol and 12 ml perchloric 

acid. The temperature of the bath was maintained below 

-40°C. Electrolytic etching was carried out for 6 minutes. 

The specimen was thoroughly washed with water and immedi

ately anodized. The purpose of the anodizing was to increase 
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Fig. 8. Accessories for high temperature tensile test: 
pull rod, grips, specimen, capsule and tantalum 
tube. 
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the sensitivity of the specimen surface to polarized light. 

Anodizing was carried out for about 5 seconds in a bath 

consisting of 120 ml ethyl alcohol, 70 ml distilled water, 

40 ml glycerine, 20 ml lactic acid, 10 ml orthophosphoric 

acid and 4 g. citric acid. A stainless steel cathode was 

used and the potential was kept at 24 volts. Using a polar

ized light microscope, the volume fraction of twins was 

measured by the standard point count method. 

2.4. Computation of the Test Data 

A computer program was set up to convert the load-time 

data obtained from the Instron chart into true stress-true 

strain data up to the point of maximum load. Care was taken 

to remove the effect of machine stiffness in the stress

strain curves. The output from the IBM 360 computer con

tained the following information: engineering stress, engi

neering strain, true stress, true strain, flow stress and 

slope at specified values of plastic strains. 



CHAPTER III 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The results reported in this chapter have been ob-

tained on commercial purity titanium of l6fLgrain size 

over a temperature interval of 77° to 1073°K and over a 

strain rate interval from 2.7 x 10 - 6 to 2.7 x 10- 1 sec-I. 

3.1. The Temperature and Strain Rate 
Dependence of the yield Stress and 

the Ultimate Tensile Strength 

As shown by several investigators,12,14,17,44 the 

yield stress of commercial purity titanium is strongly tem-

perature dependent below about 600 0 K. Figure 9 shows the 

variation of yield stress with temperature for four differ-

ent strain rates, each varying from the other by an order 

of magnitude. Note that there is a rapid decrease in yield 

stress with increasing temperature up to about 600 0 K for 

all the strain rates investigated. Between 600° and 723°K, 

however, the yield stress becomes effectively temperature 

independent. There is also a negligible strain rate depen-

dence in this temperature range. Similar temperature and 

strain rate independent yield stress phenomena have been 

observed in many metals and are usually referred to as yield 

stress plateaus. It is a common practice to consider the 

30 
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Fig. 9. the yield stress-temperature data for titanium 
deformed at four strain rates differing by factors 
of ten. 
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flow stress in this temperature interval to be representa

tive of the athermal component of flow stress. 12 In other 

words, the thermally activated component is assumed to be 

zero inside the plateau. A further assumption is made that 

the thermally activated component at temperatures below the 

yield plateau can be obtained by subtracting the plateau 

value of the yield stress from the measured flow stress. 12 

It will be shown that this view may be questionable. In 

this regard, note that the yield stress falls again above 

723°K although somewhat less rapidly at faster strain rates. 

When the same yield stress data are replotted on semi

logarithmic coordinates as in Fig. 10, the data points do 

not fallon straight lines as the high purity platinum data 

of Carreker shown in Fig. 1. There is, however, a general 

tendency for the yield stress to decrease with increasing 

temperatures. Figure 10 also shows that at each strain rate 

there are two regions where the £na - T curve deviates posi

tively from a linear relationship. At the slowest strain 

rate, these regions are centered at temperatures near 300° 

and 675°K respectively. With increasing strain rate, there 

is a tendency for the centers of the inflected regions to 

move to higher temperatures. Similar deviations from a 

linear relationship between £na and temperature have been 

reported for reactor grade zirconium by Ramachandran and 

Reed-Hil1 42 and are also evident in the data of Rosi and 
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Perkins 14 and those of Orava, Stone and Conrad12 when plot

ted on semi - logarithmic coordinates. l 

Figure 11 shows the ultimate stress as a function of 

temperature for three strain rates, 2.7 x 10- 5 , 2.7 x 10- 4 

and 2.7 x 10- 3 sec-I. A well defined peak occurs at each 

deformation rate, the peak becoming less marked at faster 

strain rates. Also, the peak moves to higher temperatures 

with increasing strain rate. Similar shifts of peaks in 

ultimate tensile strength with strain rate have been re

ported for mild steel by Nadai and Manjoine 34 and more re

cently by Ohmori and Yoshinaga. 45 Since no maximum occurs 

in the yield stress-temperature plot, the peak in the ulti

mate stress implies that the specimen work hardens to a 

greater extent in this temperature interval. In order to 

demonstrate this more clearly, the true flow stress has been 

plotted in Fig. 12 as a function of temperature at various 

strain levels for one strain rate, 2.7 x 10- 5 sec-I. This 

figure demonstrates that the work hardening rate increases 

above about 650 0 K and reaches a maximum at 723°K. It will 

be shown that the temperature of this maximum strongly de

pends on the deformation rate. 

3.2. The Stress-Strain Curves 

Like mild steel,36,38 commercial purity titanium ex

hibits stress-strain curves whose shapes vary significantly 

with deformation temperature. This will be demonstrated 
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for specimens deformed at a strain rate of 2.7 x 10- 5 sec-I. 

Attention will be focussed on that temperature interval 

where the yield stress is nearly temperature independent and 

the work hardening behavior changes drastically. 

Seven engineering stress - strain curves corresponding 

to specimens deformed between 550° and 773°K are given in 

Fig. 13. The specimen is ductile at 550 0 K. Serrations are 

observed at 623°K and the total elongation starts decreas

ing. With the appearance of serrations, the work hardening 

rate increases. At 700 0 K the stress-strain curve is smooth 

except for an instability near the maximum stress. The 

total elongation reaches a minimum at this temperature. 

However, the work hardening rate continues to rise with 

further increase in deformation temperature and maximizes 

at 723°K. At 750 0 K and above, necking begins at small 

strains but the specimen is drawn to a chisel edge (total 

strain nearly 120 percent). A similar stress-strain be

havior was observed at faster strain rates, although dis

placed to higher temperatures. In other words, all the phe

nomena observed at one strain rate could be reproduced al

most exactly at other strain rates by proper choice of de

formation temperature. 

We have so far" considered the stress-strain curves for 

specimens deformed at a constant strain rate but at differ

ent temperatures. If, on the other hand, the deformation 

temperature is kept constant but the crosshead speed varied, 
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the resulting shapes of the stress-strain curves may vary 

depending on the choice of the test temperatures. Thus, 

at 723°K Fig. 14 shows that the specimen deformed at a 

slower rate has a greater work hardening and a smaller total 

elongation that the one deformed at two orders of magnitude 

faster. This is an anomalous behavior. One would gener

ally expect a greater work hardening to occur at a faster 

deformation rate if the shape of the stress-strain curve is 

solely determined by dynamic recovery. 

When the deformation temperature is raised to 773°K, 

the stress - strain curves are still more interesting as may 

be seen in Fig. 15. This figure shows that the specimen 

deformed at a slower rate starts necking at smaller strains 

but the strain associated with necking is very large. With 

the faster rate of deformation,there is a greater work hard

ening but the necking strain is very small. It is amazing 

that a mere order of magnitude change in strain rate should 

produce such a large difference in the stress-strain behavior. 

As will be shown in the subsequent sections, it is possible 

to rationalize all these phenomena if a complete documenta

tion of the work hardening rates and ductility is available 

over a wide range of temperature and strain rate. 
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3.3. The Nature of Serrations 

It was shown in the previous section that the phenom

enon of jerky flow (also known as serrated yielding or 

Portevin - LeChatelier effect 37 ) was observed in titanium 

over a narrow temperature interval at each deformation rate. 

For example, at a strain rate of 2.7 x 10 - 5 sec- l serrations 

were observed only between 600° and 673°K. This interval 

moved to higher temperatures with increasing strain rate. 

The phenomenon is generally attributed to dynamic strain 

aging. It is therefore of interest to compare the nature 

of serrations observed in the present study with those re

ported in other metals and alloys. 

Figure 16 shows a set of serrated stress-strain curves 

drawn schematically for commercial purity titanium, miid 

steel,36 copper - indium40 and Al 6061 alloy.47 The test 

conditions that produced these serrations were very differ

ent. Our primary concern here is the appearance of serra

tions. First, it should be noted that serrations in titani-

urn are not as pronounced as in steel. It is perhaps be-

cause of this reason that several investigators have ig

nored the strain aging effect in titanium completely. 

Secondly, the serrations in the present study are somewhat 

similar to the so-called Type A serrations observed in the 

Cu-In alloy.46 The characteristics of these serrations are 

that they rlse above the general level of the stress-strain 

curve and are periodic in nature. Mild steel,36 on the 
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other hand, shows serrations that either oscillate about 

the general level of the stress-strain curve in rapid suc-

cession (Type B) or fall below the general level of the 

stress-strain curve (Type C). No Type B or Type C serra-

tions were observed in titanium at any temperature or strain 

rate. Another significant aspect of the serrations in ti-

tanium is that the apparent slope of each serration when it 

rises above the general level of the stress-strain curve 

decreases with increasing strain. This is indicated in the 

titanium curve of Fig. 16. 

3.4. The Strain Rate Dependence 
of Flow Stress 

The nature of the variation of the yield and flow 

stresses with strain rate depends on the deformation temp er -

ature. At room temperature Fig. 17 shows that the yield 

stress and flow stress at larger strains increase in a "nor-

mal" way with increase in strain rate. The curves at dif-

ferent strain levels are nearly parallel, indicating that 

the increase in flow stress due to work hardening is nearly 

independent of the strain rate in the range shown in Fig. 17. 

On the other hand, the curves in Fig. 18 show that at 723°K 

only the lower yield stress increases slightly with increas-

ing deformation rate, whereas the flow stresses at larger 

strains decrease. Such an "inverse" strain rate dependence 

of flow stress merely implies that the amount of work 
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hardening obtained at this temperature varies with strain 

rate, and is larger at slower strain rates. At a still 

higher temperature, namely 760 o K, the yield stress again 

shows a normal strain rate dependence but the flow stress 

at moderate strains shows a maximum. See Fig. 19. 

Let us now consider the nature of the variation of the 

flow stress over a much larger interval of strain rate. In 

Fig. 20(a) the flow stress values at some moderate strain 

are schematically plotted against temperature for a range 

of strain rates. At a temperature marked Tl , values of 

flow stress at different strain rates are read off and plot

ted against the strain rate in a schematic fashion in Fig. 

20(b). Note that when six or seven orders of magnitude in 

strain rate are chosen, the general pattern of the flow 

stress variation with strain rate is as follows: first, 

an increase in flow stress with increasing strain rate 

followed by a decrease to a minimum before assuming a normal 

strain rate dependence (increase). It is interesting to 

note that in regions where the flow stress variation is ab

normal (flow stress decrease with increasing strain rate) 

other effects associated with dynamic strain aging are also 

pronounced. 
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3.5. Work Hardening Characteristics 

The variation of the work hardening behavior with tem-

perature and strain rate can be illustrated explicitly if 

a suitable work hardening parameter is selected. A fre

quently used parameter is due to Hollomon,48 who assumed 

that the stress-strain curve could be approximated by the 

relation 

° (14) 

where ° is the true flow stress, E is the true plastic 

strain, and C and n are constants. The parameter n was as-

sumed to represent the work hardening rate. 

There are certain difficulties in using n as a work 

hardening parameter. It is now generally recognized that 

work hardening is primarily related to changes in the dis

location structure of the metal that influence only the 

long-range flow stress component. The Hollomon method 48 

involves plotting the logarithm of total flow stress against 

the logarithm of true plastic strain and computing the slope 

of the resulting curve. 

n (15) 

Since the total flow stress consists of two basic components, 

Os and 01' what is actually measured is the slope of 

1n(os+01)-1nEpl curve. In metals that have a large thermally 
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activated component, 0 , in comparison to the long-range s 

component, 0~, the above method would give numbers for n 

which may not be representative of the work hardening pro-

cess. This is particularly true in commercial purity ti-

tanium and will be demonstrated presently. 

Let us consider two metals of nearly equal moduli, 

titanium and copper. At 77°K the values for the Hollomon 

work hardening parameter n, as computed from Eq. (15), are 

about 0.10 and 0.60 for titanium and copper respectively. 

If the value of n is taken as representative of the work 

hardening rate, the above numbers imply that the work hard-

ening rate in copper is six times larger than that in titani-

urn at 77°K. That this conclusion is incorrect may be seen 

in Fig. 21, which shows the 77°K true stress-true strain 

curves for titanium and copper. Note that the two stress-

strain curves are not very different in shape and the in-

crease in flow stress over a large strain interval is near-

ly the same (22,000 psi between 5 and 15 percent strain) in 

both metals. Reed-Hil1 49 has pointed out that the basic 

cause for the difference in the Hollomon work hardening 

parameters does not lie so much in the metals themselves 

as in the use of Eq. (15) for titanium and copper which have 

widely different proportional limits (105,000 psi for titani-

urn and 10,000 psi for copper). This large difference in the 

two proportional limits, Reed-Hil1 49 continues, probably re

flects a basic difference in the corresponding thermally 
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activated or short-range component of flow stress. There

fore, the use of n as a work hardenin g parameter is ques

tionable, particularly in metals like titanium with a hi gh 

yield stress. 

Orava, Stone and Conrad l2 analyzed their commercial 

purity titanium stress-strain data in terms of the equa tion 

where 0(0) and h are constants. They reported that their 

experimental curves fitted with the above equation at all 

temperatures (from 77° to 795°K) and assigned h as the work 

hardening parameter. However, while computing the h values , 

these authors ignored their stress-strain data below about 

2.5 percent strain. Such a procedure would lead to incon

sistent values of the work hardening rate if a greater part 

of the increase in flow stress due to the work hardening 

occurs within the first 2 or 3 percent plastic strain as 

in zirconium at 77°K or as in titanium at temperatures be

tween about 600° and 800 0 K. 

Several authors 50 ,51 have used do/d E, measured a t a 

fixed strain, as a work hardening parameter. However, its 

slope at a specific strain is not generally descriptive of 

a stress - strain curve over a range of strain. Also, two 

curves with the same slope at a given stra in wi l l not nece s 

sarily have eq~al slopes at a later strain, because the 

slopes of stress-strain curves generally decre a se with s train 
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and the second derivative, d 2cr/dE2, may follow different 

functions of the temperature, the strain rate and the strain. 

For this reason, the average work hardening rate over a 

finite strain interval was selected to represent the work 

hardening. The limits of the true plastic strain interval, 

0.5 and 5.0 percent, were selected to avoid yield drops or 

the onset of necking in any specimen. When 6cr/6E is plot

ted against temperature, a set of maxima and minima is ob

tained at each strain rate (see Fig. 22). In order to as

certain that the maxima in 6cr/6E values are not the result 

of the choice of the strain interval, the average work 

hardening rate was computed for several smaller strain in

tervals. This is shown in Fig. 23 for one strain rate. 

Note that the shapes of all the curves are similar and that 

the positions of the maxima are consistent. If the temper

ature variation of the modulus is also taken into consider

ation by dividing the work hardening rate by the modulus, 

E, the work hardening rate maxima at the higher temperature 

are accentuated and the two lower temperature maxima are 

subdued as shown in Fig. 24. This procedure of dividing 

the work hardening rate by the modulus enables one to com

pare the work hardening rates of different metals. Figure 

24 also shows that the sharp work hardening rate maxima 

above 600 0 K are strongly dependent on the deformation rate, 

moving to higher temperatures with increase in strain rate. 

A direct result of such shifts in the work hardening peaks 
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is that, depending on the deformation temperature, the work 

hardening rate may either decrease or increase continuously 

with increasing strain rate, or it may show a maximum at 

some intermediate strain rate. This is demonstrated in 

Fig. 25 in which the average work hardening rate as deter

mined over a strain interval from 0.5 to 5.0 percent is 

plotted against strain rate for a specimen deformed at 

760 0 K. Note that the strain rate covers four orders of mag

nitude and the work hardening rate maximizes at a strain 

rate of 2.7 x 10- 4 sec-I. 

It is interesting to compare the work hardening rate 

of commercial purity titanium with that of a pure face cen

tered cubic metal. Figure 26 gives the average work hard

ening rate (divided by the modulus) as a function of tem

perature for copper (data of Carreker 52 ) and also for com

mercial purity titanium deformed at the same rate (10- 4 

sec - I). While the work hardening rate of copper falls con

tinuously with increasing temperature, that of titanium re

mains nearly constant between about 77° and 600 0 K. Also 

note that the copper curve does not show any maximum like 

that of titanium. 

3.6. Elongation 

The variation of elongation to fracture with tempera

ture is illustrated in Fig. 27. A well defined minimum, 

that depends on strain rate, may be seen to occur at 
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temperatures above 600 o K. This is very similar to the "blue 

brittle" effect in steels. The elongation minimum in titani-

urn is displaced by about SOcK for every order of magnitude 

increase in strain rate. There is also another elongation 

minimum that occurs near 200 o K. But the temperature of this 

elongation minimum is not a function of the deformation rate. 

The metal shows increased ductility below this temperature. 

It will be shown that this increased ductility at subambi-

ent temperatures is directly related to the ease with which 

titanium twins in this temperature interval. 

Figure 27 1S significant in another respect because it 

demonstrates that the total elongation climbs very rapidly 

above the ductility minimum temperature. For example, the 

elongation increases from a low of 10 percent at the ductil

ity minimum to over 120 percent at a temperature only SO oK 

higher. Correspondingly, there is a change in the necking 

behavior. At the temperature of minimum elongation, the 

neck in the tensile specimen is very sharply defined [see 

Fig. 28(a)]. Above the blue brittle temperature the neck 

is diffuse or spreads over the entire gage length of the 

specimen as shown in Fig. 28 (b) . It is interesting to note 

that the titanium data of S· 18 u1ter as well as those of 

Stone and 12 show similar rapid rise in ten-Orava, Conrad a 

sile elongation over a narrow temperature interval but the 

significance of the phenomenon was not analyzed. 
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(a) \ \ " \ (ft, ~l 

(b) 

Fig. 28. Fractured tensile specimen profiles showing the 
two distinct types of neck observed in commercial 
purity titanium; a) sharp, localized neck, and 
b) extended or diffuse neck. 
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The elongation in a tensile test can be divided into 

two components, that occurring before the neck forms (point 

of maximum load) and that after it has formed. It should 

be pointed out, however, that necking may not always start 

at the point of maximum load. Figure 29 gives the total 

strain and the necking strain as a function of temperature 

for one strain rate, 2.7 x 10- 5 sec-I. Note that above the 

minimum ductility temperature (700 0 K) the major component 

of the strain is the necking strain. A similar rapid in-

crease in necking strain was observed at all three strain 

rates. See Fig. 30. As can be seen by comparing Figs. 30 

and 24, there is a very close correspondence between the 

temperature at which the necking strain increases abruptly 

and the temperature at which the maximum rate of work hard-

ening is observed. 

3.7. The Reduction in Area 

While the loss in tensile elongation between 600° and 

800 0 K is appreciable in titanium (from 30 percent at 600 0 K 

to about 11 percent at 700 0 K at a strain rate of 2.7 x 10- 5 

-1 sec ), the corresponding loss in reduction in area at the 

same strain rate is much less pronounced. This can be seen 

in Fig. 31 in which the percent reduction in area at frac-

ture is plotted as a function of temperature. Not only is 

the loss in reduction in area less marked, but the lowest 

value recorded is still above 50 percent. With increasing 
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strain rate the loss ln reduction ln area gradually dis-

appears. 

An adjunct study of the fracture surfaces was made 

with a Cambridge Scanning Electron Microscope. Figures 32 

and 33 show the fractured surfaces of specimens deformed at 

a strain rate of 2.7 x 10- 5 sec-I. The specimen of Fig. 32 

was deformed at the temperature of minimum elongation (700 0 K) 

and that of Fig. 33 was deformed at the temperature of mini

mum reduction in area (723°K). Note that there are nearly 

equiaxed dimples characteristic of a ductile fracture 53 in 

both specimens. 

3.8. Deformation at 77°K 

It was shown in Fig. 27 that the total elongation to 

fracture for commercial purity titanium increases signifi-

cantly below 200oK. Of particular significance is the defor-

mation behavior at 77°K. Five specimens were deformed at 

this temperature at strain rates ranging from 2.7 x 10- 5 to 

2.7 x 10- 1 sec-I. The data obtained in these tests are 

glven in Table I. This table clearly shows the large duc-

tility of the metal at subambient temperature. It also 

shows that there is not much variation in the values of 

total elong.ation between the four lower strain rates. Fur-

thermore, most of the strain occurs before necking starts. 

-1 -1 
The specimen deformed at the faster rate, 2.7 x 10 sec , 

however, shows poor ductility. 
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Fig. 32. Scanning electron micrograph of fracture surface 
of titanium deformed at the "blue brittle" tem
perature (700 0 K, strain rate 2.7xI0- 5 sec-I). 
Magnificati on 600 times. 

Fig. 33. Scanning electron micrograph of fracture surface 
of titanium deformed at the temperature of mini
mum reducti on in area (723°K, strain rate 2.7xI0- 5 
sec-I). Magnification 575 times. 



Table I 

Elongation Data for Commercial Purity Titanium at 77°K 

Strain Rate (sec-I) 

2.7xlO- 5 2.7xlO- 4 2.7xlO - 3 2.7xlO -2 2.7xlO - l 

Total Strain (%) 50 50 55 42 12 

Uniform Strain (%) 44 41 48 40 7 

Necking Strain (%) 6 9 7 2 5 
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The shapes of the stress-strain curves are also pe

culiar at 77°K. Figure 34 shows true stress-true strain 

curves up to the point of maximum load for all the five 

specimens. Note that the curves are linear for the entire 

range of uniform strain. Linear true stress-true strain 

curves in nearly pure metals are an exception rather than 

the rule. Risebrough and Teghtsoonian54 reported linear 

hardening in cadmium below room temperature. But even in 

this metal, the linear stress-strain behavior was limited 

to a small strain interval. In general, most pure metals 

show enough dynamic recovery to give their stress-strain 

curves a continuously decreasing slope. This is shown in 

Fig. 35 for the case of a longitudinal zirconium55 specimen 

deformed at 77°K. While the curvature of the zirconium 

curve is not discernible in the figure, the instantaneous 

slope, da/dE, plotted on the same diagram clearly shows that 

the work hardening rate of the zirconium specimen falls con

tinuously with increasing strain. Contrast this work hard

ening behavior with that of the titanium shown in the same 

diagram. In this latter case, the work hardening rate, 

after the first 1 percent plastic strain, remains nearly 

constant to a true strain of about 35 percent. The con

stancy of da/dE over such a large strain interval implies 

that the work hardening rate in titanium is abnormally large 

at large strains. An important consequence of such a be

havior is that the Considere condition for the beginning of 
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necking (dcr/dE = cr) is satisfied only at very large strains. 

A linear true stress-true strain curve is thus associated 

with a large elongation. 

A metallographic examination of the specimens deformed 

at 77°K showed profuse deformation twinning. Figure 36 

shows the volume fraction of twins as a function of strain 

for two specimens deformed at 77°K. One was deformed at 

-4 -1 
2.7 x 10 sec and the other at three orders of magnitude 

faster strain rate. Notice that the twinning rate of the 

slowly deformed specimen is nearly twice that of the rapidly 

deformed specimen. It should be borne in mind that the 

former exhibited nearly five times greater elongation than 

the latter. 

The importance of twinning in the low temperature de-

formation of titanium can be better appreciated with the 

aid of photomicrographs. Figures 37 and 38 show microstruc

tures of specimens deformed to 10 percent and 40 percent 

-4 -1 
strain, respectively, at a rate of 2.7 x 10 sec Note 

that at 10 percent strain twins have been nucleated homo-

geneously in the structure. At 40 percent strain, the en-

tire structure 1S loaded with twins and it is sometimes 

even difficult to delineate the grain boundaries. Now com-

pare the microstructures of Figs. 37 and 38 with those of 

Figs. 39 and 40 obtained with specimens deformed at the 

faster rate, 2.7 x 10- 1 sec-I. These again correspond to 

the same strain levels as those in Figs. 37 and 38. While 
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Microstructure of a titanium specimen deformed 
10 percent at 77°K. Strain rate 2.7xl0- 4 sec-I. 
Magnification 250 times. 

Microstructure of a titanium specimen deformed 
40 percent at 77°K. Strain rate 2.7xl0- 4 sec-I. 
Magnification 250 times. 
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Fig. 39. Microstructure of a titanium specimen deformed 
10 percent at 77°K. Strain rate 2.7xlO- l sec-I. 
Magnification 250 times. 

Fig. 40. Microstructure of a titanium specimen deformed 
40 percent at 77°K. (This larger strain was 
observed in the necked area of the specimen.) 
Strain rate 2.7xlO-l sec-I. Magnification 250 
times. 
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there is no appreciable difference in twin density at low 

strain, there is definitely much less twinning activity at 

40 percent strain in the specimen deformed at the faster 

rate. 

3.9. Strain Rate Change Tests 

In general, the flow stress of metals increases with 

an increase in deformation speed. But the manner in which 

the flow stress varies, upon an instantaneous change In 

rate, would depend on both the temperature as well as the 

strain rate employed. Often, a change in deformation speed 

results in the flow stress varying smoothly and continuously 

to a value characteristic of the new rate. Such a behavior 

is shown schematically in Fig. 41(a) and will be referred 

to as "ideal." On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 41(b), 

it is also possible to observe yield drops on an increase 

in deformation rate as well as negative yield drops with a 

decrease in crosshead speed. 

Figures 42 and 43 show true stress-true strain plots 

for commercial purity titanium deformed in tension. In these 

tests, the strain rate was varied by either one or two or

ders of magnitude. Note that ideal behavior is obtained at 

the two lowest temperatures (300° and 373°K) and also at the two 

highest temperatures (873° and 973°K). Transient flow 

stress maxima and minima are observed at intermediate 
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Fig. 41. Schematic stress-strain curves corresponding to change of strain 
rate: a) ideal case, and b) transient maxima and minima. 
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temperatures (523° and 673°K). Similar transient flow 

stress peaks were also observed by Orava, Stone and Con

rad 12 in commercial titanium in a temperature range cen-

tered around 200 0 K. 

Yield drops upon change in strain rate have also been 

observed in single crystals of copper, 56-58 aluminum,56 

silver,56,57 

num 56 ,57 and 

lead57 and polycrystalline copper,57, alumi-

. 57 57 lron. Bolling et al. postulated that the 

transient effects of the present type may result from the 

effect of speed changes upon the testing machine. However, 

it is significant that in titanium, they were observed only 

at those temperatures where deformation behavior was anoma-

lous. In order to test the hypothesis of Bolling et al., 

strain rate change tests were performed on aluminum 606l-T6, 

which exhibits similar yield drop effects at room tempera-

ture. The specimen was strained at 300 0 K at slow rates 

-5 -4-1 (2.7 x 10 and 2.7 x 10 sec ) and rate changes were 

accomplished by an electronic switching mechanism. Both 

load and specimen elongation were simultaneously recorded 

as a function of time. The latter was measured by attach-

ing a strain gage extensometer directly to the specimen. 

The upper curve in Fig. 44 shows the Instron load-

time plot. The lower curve is the corresponding strain 

recorder plot showing how the specimen elongation varied 

with time. Notice that whenever the crosshead speed was 

changed, the slopes in the specimen elongation versus time 
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curve changed sharply, implying that the new deformation 

rate was achieved in the specimen ln a time interval much 

smaller than that associated with the transient flow stress 

maxima and minima. One is thus led to believe that the 

yield drop effects are actually characteristic of the mate-

rial at temperatures at which they are observed. If this 

inference is true, it should be possible to predict the 

shape of the stress-strain curves from dislocation dynam-

ics. The phenomenon will be analyzed from this point of 

view. 

The strain rate sensitivity of the flow stress was 

determined from strain rate change experiments using Eq. 

(12). The resulting variation of strain rate sensitivity 

with temperature is shown ln Fig. 45. Note that the strain 

rate sensitivity, instead of increasing linearly as in Car-

reker's platinum data shown in Fig. 2, deviates at two tem

perature intervals, one centered about 250 0 K and the other 

centered about 7000K. The general shape of the n-T curve 

is very similar to that obtained by Ramaswami and Craig 59 

and by Ramachandran and Reed-Hil1 42 for zirconium, and 

12 f . . Orava et al. or tltanlum. Attention is called to the 

nearly zero value for the strain rate sensitivity parameter 

between about 673° and 773°K. This is exactly the temper a -

ture interval where other anomalies like athermal flow stress, 

rate dependent work hardening and ductility minima are ob-

served. Its significance will be discussed in the next chap -

ter. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

4.1. Athermal Flow Stress 

We shall first consider the temperature dependence of 

the yield stress. In Fig. 10 it was observed that when 

the logarithm of the yield stress was plotted as a func

tion of the absolute temperature, a linear relationship 

implied by Eq. (5) is not obtained. Instead, two positive 

deviations were observed. These were centered at about 

300 0 and 700 0 K, respectively, at a strain rate of 2.7 

x 10 - 5 sec-I. On normal cartesian coordinates, the higher 

temperature deviation of Fig. 10 appears in part as a near

ly temperature independent yield stress (Fig. 9). There 

is also negligible strain rate dependence in this interval. 

These two attributes -are certainly in agreement with the 

concept of an athermal stress. However, this view may be 

questionable in the case of titanium. This is because the 

temperature interval in which the yield stress plateaus are 

observed are regions in which the stress-strain curves are 

serrated. Furthermore, the plateau stress itself may be a 

manifestation of dynamic strain aging. This can be demon

strated from a simple calculation. 

86 
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There is a large body of experimental eVidence 24 ,60 to 

the effect that the long-range flow stress component is re

lated to the total dislocation density, p, through the rela

tion 

1/2 
a~bp (17) 

where ~ is the shear modulus, b is the Burgers vector, and 

a is a constant that takes into consideration the disloca

tion arrangement. Assuming a dislocation density of 10 9 

cm- 2 at a strain of 0.002 from Jones and Conrad's6l data 

on commercial titanium, a ~ of 4 x 10 6 psi at about 650 0 K 

and an a of 0.5, we get for T£ a value of 1,800 psi at a 

temperature inside the plateau region. Assuming a Taylor 

factor of 2.78,38 the tensile yield stress in the plateau 

region should be 5,000 psi. The observed value was 15,000 

psi. This large discrepancy between the observed value and 

that calculated on the assumption of a simple athermal flow 

stress clearly brings out the inconsistency in the latter 

concept. It also shows that there must be another component 

to the flow stress in this temperature interval. In this 

regard, it is interesting to note that a number of investi

gators 62 - 64 have pointed out that the flow stress in the 

plateau region may be the result of the combination of a 

drag stress due to dislocation interaction with impurity 

atoms and a normal thermally activated component. The fol

lowing quotation is from Tyson. 44 "In the plateau region 
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and above (700 0 K) the components of the flow stress are 

more difficult to identify. Clearly, there must be an 

athermal component of the flow stress due to the disloca-

tions present. However, the presence of strain aging com-

plicates the interpretation; it appears that the intersti-

tial impurities are sufficiently mobile at this temperature 

to produce dynamic aging effects." 

4.2. The Effect of Dynamic Strain Aging 
on the Work Hardening Rate 

The present results on commercial purity titanium are 

in agreement with those of Rosi and Perkins 14 in that its 

deformation behavior is complex in the temperature range, 

500° to 8S0 0 K. Apart from the low strain rate sensitivity, 

the serrated stress-strain curves, the temperature and 

strain rate independent yield stress, the other important 

findings in this temperature range are 

1. the effect of strain rate on the shapes 
of the stress-strain curve 

2. the strain rate dependent work hardening 
maxima 

3. the ductility minima. 

Peaks in flow stress and high work hardening rates have 

been observed in commercial metals of all the three basic 

crystal structures (ferritic steel,6S-67 austenitic steel,68 

nickel containing carbon69 or hydrogen 70 - 73 and zirconium42 ) 

and have been shown to be manifestations of dynamic strain 
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aging. In other words, in the temperature range where work 

hardening maxima are observed, one must consider the diffu-

sion controlled interactions of solute atoms with moving 

dislocations. 

T .. I . d" I 24,36,38 ransmlSSlon e ectron mlcroscope stu les In stee , 

vanadium74 and nickel-hydrogen alloy71 have revealed that 

there is a much greater increase in dislocation density for 

a given strain in the dynamic strain aging region than at 

other temperatures. It is possible that the dislocations 

might become pinned by solute atoms and fresh dislocations 

have to be created in order to allow deformation to proceed. 

There are other viewpoints that the increased strength may 

result from an increased frictional drag on moving disloca

tions by Snoek ordering and Cottrell atmospheres. 35 

If the increased work hardening rate in the dynamic 

strain aging region is due to a rapid increase in disloca-

tion density with strain, this can be brought about either 

by activation of additional dislocation sources or by a de-

crease in the rate of dynamic recovery or by both. 

Let us now consider the rate dependence of work harden-

ing. Little attention has been paid to this subject in the 

past. This is probably because the investigators have asso-

ciated serrated flow to be the most important aspect of 

dynamic strain aging. While serrations are weaker in titani

um, the rate dependent work hardening is very pronounced . 

This was shown in Figs. 22, 24 and 25. In particular, t h e 
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data of Fig. 25 showed that at 760 0 K the work hardening 

rate showed a maximum at an intermediate strain rate of 

2.7 x 10- 4 sec-I. This behavior can be rationalized in 

terms of the relative values of the diffusivity of the in

terstitial atoms and the dislocation velocity. At very low 

strain rates and dislocation velocities, there is enough 

time for solute atoms to go to equilibrium positions and 

form atmospheres. The dislocations would then carry the 

atmosphere along with them. On the other hand, at high 

strain rates, the solute atoms cannot be expected to catch 

up with the fast moving dislocations and will essentially 

act as fixed barriers to the moving dislocations. At the 

intermediate dislocation velocities, a maximum drag of 

solute atoms can occur. Since a coupling between disloca

tion velocity and diffusivity is involved, it is reasonable 

to expect the work hardening rate maximum to shift to a dif

ferent strain rate when the deformation temperature is 

changed. 

It is of interest to compare the work hardening rates 

observed in the dynamic strain aging region in commercial 

purity titanium with those in mild steel. There is, however, 

a difficulty in comparing the steel and titanium data be

cause in steel the Luders extension is normally larger than 

in titanium. For example, some of Brindley and BarnbY's36 

mild steel specimens of 20~ grain size showed as high as 

3 percent Lliders extension as compared to less than 0.5 
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percent in the present commercial purity titanium specimen. 

In order to calculate 1/E(6G/6E) values for their specimens, 

it was necessary to extrapolate some of their curves back 

to a strain of 0.5 percent. The results are shown in Fig. 

46. While it is recognized that the data in this diagram 

are qualitative because of this extrapolation, this figure 

implies that the rate dependent work hardening phenomenon in 

steel involves a peak of about a 15 percent greater height 

than that of the titanium peak. If the height of the work 

hardening rate maximum is a measure of the significance of 

dynamic strain aging, this diagram shows that strain aging 

effects in titanium are nearly comparable to those in steel. 

Another work hardening rate curve for mild steel with 

a ten times coarser grain size, also derived from Brindley 

and Barnby data,36 is shown in Fig. 46. A comparison of 

the two curves for steel suggests a strong effect of grain 

size on the magnitude of the work hardening rate maximum 

in steel. 

4.3. Apparent Activation Energies 
of Dynamic Strain Aging 

The effect of strain rate on dynamic strain aging may 

be most conveniently described in terms of activation ener

gies obtained from Arrhenius plots. Cottrel1 75 was the 

first to demonstrate that Manjoine's data33 for the initial 

appearance of serrations in mild steel can be represented 
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by an Arrehenius relation between strain rate and tempera

ture, S = So exp(-Q/RT) with Q = 18,200 cal/mole, which 

agrees closely with that for the diffusion of carbon or 

nitrogen in alpha iron. 

To gain a better understanding of the dynamic strain 

aging phenomenon in titanium, the nature of the stress

strain curve was examined closely at various temperatures 

and strain rates. In Fig. 47 the logarithm of the strain 

rate is plotted against the reciprocal of absolute tempera

ture for various shapes of the stress-strain curves. 

Straight lines could be drawn through points of similar 

stress-strain behavior. It was assumed that along each 

straight line, a single thermally activated mechanism oper

ates and that the activation energy for the process can be 

obtained from the slope of the straight lines. 

Figure 47 is divided into three regions, I, II and III. 

In regions I and III the stress-strain curves were smooth. 

In region II serrations were observed. The thick line 

separating regions I and II represents the beginning of 

serrations and the apparent activation energy for the pro

cess was computed to be 41,000 cal/mole. The activation 

energy for the complete disappearance of serrations was 

found to be 47,500 cal/mole. 

In the case of iron, it was pointed out that the acti

vation energy for the start of the serrations was close to 

that for diffusion of carbon or nitrogen in iron. The 
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solubilities of carbon and nitrogen ln iron are also small 

in the dynamic strain aging region (10- 4 and 10- 2 at. %, 

respectively, at 473°K) .66 This shows that very small 

amounts of carbon and nitrogen in solution are sufficient 

to show strain aging effects in iron. 

There are four interstitials to be considered in c om-

mercial purity titanium. These are oxygen, nitrogen, car 

bon and hydrogen. Oxygen and nitrogen have extensive 

solubility in alpha titanium76 (33 at. % oxygen and 9 at. % 

nitrogen at 873°K). Carbon and hydrogen have, however, a 

limited sOlubility (0.45 at. % carbon at 873°K and 8 at. % 

hydrogen at 573°K). The activation energy for diffusion of 

hydrogen in alpha titanium is only 12,000 cal/mole. 77 Hydro

gen, therefore, cannot be responsible for the dynamic strain 

aging effects at high temperatures. However, the inflec

tion in ~n0 - T curve (Fig. 10) near 300 0 K could be due to 

hydrogen. Of the three remaining elements, nitrogen has an 

activa t ion energy of 45,250 ± 2,250 cal/mole 78 for diffu

sion in -alpha titanium. The values for carbon and oxygen 

from internal friction peak measurements are 48,500 ± 3,000 

and 58,000 cal/mole, respectively.79 Among these, only 

nitrogen and carbon have activation energy values that are 

close to the values obtained in the present study. Miller 

and Browne 79 have shown that the presence of a substitu

tional atom like zirconium can produce marked changes in 

the characteristics of the internal friction peaks and 
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reduce the activation energy of a simple binary alloy. For 

example, the activation energy for the Ti-0.2 at. percent 

0-10 at. percent Zr alloy was reduced to 40,800 cal/mole 

from the 58,000 cal/mole value reported for the Ti-O alloy. 

Since substitutional iron atoms are present in the present 

material, and their effect on the internal friction peak 

is not known, the apparent activation energies obtained in 

the present study cannot be used with confidence to deter-

mine the element responsible for dynamic strain aging. 

Let us now turn our attention to the appearance and 

disappearance of serrations. Sleeswick 80 ,8l and Wilcox and 

Rosenfield 82 consider the serrations to result directly 

from the negative strain rate dependence of the flow stress 

(d ~n ? < 0). The argument advanced in favor of this view 
d ~n E 

is that if flow can take place at a lower stress when the 

strain rate is higher, then deformation must be unstable 

and will tend to occur locally at higher strain rates. 

This argument is questionable as far as the titanium data 

are concerned. A sudden increase in strain rate, in the 

event of a local yielding, does not drop the flow stress 

to that corresponding to the faster strain rate, but only 

decreases the work hardening rate without altering the 

general level of the flow stress. In fact, an increase in 

strain rate may momentarily increase the flow stress (transi 

ent maximum) as shown in Fig. 43 of a differential strain 

rate test in the dynamic strain aging region (673°K curve). 
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It would therefore be more appropriate to say that serra

tions appear in titanium stress - strain curves when d(6cr/6E) 
d in E 

is negative. Attention is drawn to the fact that the stress-

strain curves again become smooth at strain rates close to 

the work hardening rate maximum shown in Fig. 25, although 

here d(6cr/6E) is negative. 
d in € 

4.4. The Role of Dynamic Strain 
Aging on Ductility Minima 

The present results show that commercial purity titani-

urn exhibits ductility loss in the dynamic strain aging re-

gion. This is similar to the blue brittle effect in steel. 

As in the case of steel, the minimum ductility temperature 

in titanium depends on the deformation rate. At normal 

crosshead speeds (0.02 in/min) it occurs near 750 o K. While 

this minimum has been reported by several investigators,18,83 

the phenomenon has not been analyzed. 

Figure 29 showed that both the uniform and the necking 

strain decrease in the blue brittle region in titanium. 

The decrease in the reduction in area 1S, however, not as 

pronounced as that in the elongation. In fact, the lowest 

reduction in area value was 55 percent (Fig. 31). This fact 

and the Scanning Electron Microscope study of the fractured 

surfaces clearly imply that the phenomenon in question is 

not true embrittlement. On the other hand, it is a necking 

phenomenon. Not only the uniform strain is small, but once 
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necking starts, it becomes catastrophic and localized. The 

reduced necking strain (strain associated with the neck) 

can be rationalized in terms of the effect of dynamic strain 

aging on the work hardening rate. This will be treated in 

another section. 

The loss of uniform elongation will now be considered. 

The onset of necking during a tensile test should occur 

when the work hardening rate decreases to a sufficiently 

low level. 84 The rate of work hardening in the early stages 

of the stress-strain curves 1S abnormally high in the dynamic 

strain aging region, but it decreases rapidly with strain. 

This is shown in Fig. 48 where the slope (do/de) of the 

stress-strain curve is plotted as a function of strain for 

two specimens, one deformed at 700 0 K (dynamic strain aging 

region), and the other at 473°K where aging effects are in

significant. Similar work hardening characteristics have 

been reported for steel in the blue brittle region. 65 ,85 A 

clue to the rapid decrease in the work hardening rate with 

increasing strain may be obtained from the shape of the ser

rations observed in titanium in the dynamic strain aging 

region. Assume that each rising portion of the serration 

in the titanium curve of Fig. 16 is associated with a smooth 

propagation of a Luders band. The fact that the load rises 

above the general level of the curve implies that the propa

gation of the band is made difficult,probably due to aging . 

With increasing strain, however, the apparent slope of each 
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serration (Fig. 16) decreases. This suggests that locking 

becomes less severe with increasing strain . Apparently 

the solute atoms are continuously used up in pinning the 

dislocation, thereby increasing the mobility of the dislo 

cations. This is consistent with Glen's mo del , 65 wh i ch 

postulates a depletion of the solute from the matrix as 

the former pins t h e dislocations. 

4.5. Th e I n f luence of Strain Rate 
Dependent Work Hardening on the 

Neck ing Strain 

In the last section it was shown that the blue brit-

tIe effect in titanium is a necking phenomenon. At the 

ductility minimum temperature, the neck in a tensile spec i -

men is very sharply defined [Fig. 28(a)] and all the neck ing 

strain is concentrated in a s mall region. However , just 

above the blue brittle temperature, the neck becomes dif 

fuse and spreads over the entire gage length of the speci-

men. The strain associated with the diffuse neck is large 

and the total elongation is well above 100 percent. See 

Figs. 28(b) and 29. 

Extremely large necking strains are also observed in 

superplasticity.34,86,87 However, the experimental condi 

tions normally encountered in superplasticity are not t h e 

same as those existing in titanium just above the blue 

brittle temperature. We shall now consider the diffe rence s. 

First, in the temperature range of interest, the stra i n 
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rate sensitivity parameter, n, o f titanium is only about 

0.01 (Fig. 45). Superplastic e ffects are considered to 

occur in metals when n is over t h i r t y times greater than 

this value or above 0.30. 87 ,88 I n t his regard, the elonga

tion of a titanium specimen deformed just above the blue 

brittle temperature (say 773°K, E = 2.7 x 10- 5 sec-I) should 

be compared with that predicted by one o f the correlations 

between total elongation and n, made in t h e studies of super

plasticity. That of Lee and Backofen,88 for s everal titani

um and zirconium alloys shows too much scatter b elow n = 

0.10 to be applicable. However, the more extensiv e corre

lation of Woodford
89 

shows a smaller scatter of data even 

to values of n much below 0.10. This is shown in F i g . 49 . 

From this figure, one would predict a tota l elongat i on o f 

6 percent for an n of 0.01. The observed elongation wa s 

120 percent, or twenty times larger than would be expe c ted 

if the metal conformed to a simple superplastic t ype o f be-

havior. 

Furthermore, Avery and Stuart 87 point out t ha t super

plastic deformation involves a zero work hardening rate. 

Morrison90 also points out that superplastic alloys are 

characterized by a flow stress that is sensit ive to strain 

rate but relatively insensitive to strain . Al l this means 

that the flow stress in superplasticity is only a function 

of the strain rate. On the oth er h and, l n the dynamic strain 

aging region between about 500° and 850 0 K, t he flow stress 
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is primarily determined by the work hardening. Not only 

is do/dE not zero but,as shown in Fig. 22, the work hard

ening rate is very large and passes through a rate depen

dent maximum. A strong dependence of the flow stress on 

the work hardening rate implies that, unlike superplastic 

deformation, the flow stress is a function of strain. It 

can be concluded that the conditions existing just above 

the blue brittle temperature in titanium are not equiva

lent to those associated with superplasticity. 

Now consider the growth of a neck in a tensile specl

men. Many years ago, Nadai and Manjoine 34 pointed out that 

a diffuse or extended neck as in a specimen deformed just 

above the blue brittle temperature, could only be ration

alized in terms of a flow stress that is rate dependent. 

When a specimen work hardens but does not show a rate de

pendence of flow stress, the deformation would be concen

trated in a region where necking starts. This is because 

the work hardening rate is not sufficient to offset the 

increase in stress due to reduction in cross-section. On 

the other hand, when the flow stress becomes strain rate 

dependent, the entire gage section may deform, although the 

smaller cross-sections may deform at a higher strain rate. 

This may induce the flow stress to increase in regions of 

smaller cross-section and further local deformation would 

stop. 
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There are two ways by which the flow stress may ex-

hibit its rate dependence. Superplastic investigations 

have focussed their attention on do/dE or the direct effect 

of strain rate on the flow stress. This is usually ex-

pressed as a power law 

.n 
o = pE (18) 

where p is a constant, n is the strain rate sensitivity, 

and 0 and E have their usual meanings. 

Attention is now called to a different form of rate 

dependence, that is due to an effect of strain rate on 

the work hardening rate. This can also result in a varia-

tion of the flow stress with strain rate as the specimen 

is strained. 

Since the work hardening rate is do/dE, its dependence 

on the strain rate is a20/a~aE or a second order derivative. 

If the flow stress is a function of one second order deriv-

ative, it may also be affected significantly by other second 

order derivatives. One should therefore examine the Taylor 

expansion for a function of two variables. Thus, at con-

stant temperature, 

O(E,E) 

(19) 
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In the case of necking, an approximation can be made 

that simplifies this relationship. It has been demon-

65 91 . strated ' that at constant deformatlon rate, once neck-

ing has started, the true stress-true strain curve becomes 

approximately linear. Rosi and Perkins 14 have particularly 

demonstrated this for titanium. This implies that d20/dE 2 

is nearly zero. Of the remaining terms, dO/dE represents 

the work hardening. As indicated by Nadai and Manjoine,34 

this term cannot be responsible for the development of 

elongated necks. It is also experimentally observed that 

in the temperature range of interest, do/dE is small and 

its variation with strain rate in the interval from 2.7 x 

-5 -3 - 1 10 to 2.7 x 10 sec is also small. Thus, it can be 

assumed that the effect of d2o/d~2 is negligible. Of the 

remaining two terms, d2o/d~dE can be shown to be the more 

important in producing the diffuse neck above the blue 

brittle temperature in titanium with the aid of a simple 

strain rate change experiment. This experiment, as shown 

in Fig. 50(a), involved a tenfold increase in strain rate 

made at a strain approaching that required to start necking. 

This increase in rate should be roughly equivalent to that 

occurring during the period of necking in the various cross

sections of the specimen located between the center of the 

neck and the ends of the gage section. Note that, as a re-

suIt of the rate change, the flow stress increased instan-

taneously by about 600 psi. This increase in flow stress, 
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which is due to dO/dE, may be considered to be independent 

of strain, since Orava, Stone and Conrad12 have shown that 

in commercial purity titanium, the increment in flow stress 

due to a strain rate change, is nearly constant during a 

tensile test. On the other hand, the effect of the rate 

change on the flow stress due to the change in the slope 

of the stress-strain curve can be seen by considering a 

small strain increment such as that between 2.75 and 4.75 

percent. As a result of the increased slope of the stress

strain curve, the flow stress rises by 4,000 psi in this 

interval. This is nearly seven times larger than the in

stantaneous increase in flow stress. Diameter measurements 

near the fractured end of the specimen have shown that the 

strain there was n~arly 200 pct. During the development of 

this large necking strain, the rise in flow stress due to 

work hardening could be many times larger than the 4,000 PSl 

obtained for a 2 percent strain interval. This in turn 

further strengthens the conclusion that the rate dependent 

work hardening is the controlling factor in determining the 

necking strain in titanium just above the blue brittle tem-

perature. 

By a similar argument, the small necking strain and 

the resulting sharp and localized neck [Fig. 28(a)] at the 

blue brittle temperature can also be rationalized in terms 

of the rate dependence of work hardening. Thus, Fig . 24 

implies that an order of magnitude increase in strain rate 
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at 700 0 K should decrease the work hardening rate. A direct 

strain rate change experiment at this temperature confirmed 

the above prediction [see Fig. 50(b)]. 

Finally, it should be pointed out that above 850 0 K the 

work hardening as well as its rate dependence become negli

gibly small. The large necking strain in this interval is 

therefore undoubtedly due to the fact that the strain rate 

sensitivity becomes large at elevated temperatures as shown 

in Fig. 45. In this temperature range, the diffuse neck is 

therefore probably due to the same causes that produce this 

type of neck in superplastic materials. 

4.6. Deformation at 77°K 

In section 3.7 quantitative microstructural evidence 

was presented that showed the ability of titanium to twin 

readily at 77°K. It was also pointed out that a significant 

feature of the titanium stress-strain curves in Fig.35 is 

that the work hardening rate remains nearly constant to 

large strains. These strains are about twice those ob

served at room temperature before necking commences. It is 

thus apparent that there is a close correlation between de

formation twinning and the shape of the stress-strain curve. 

There are three ways by which twinning might act to 

increase the work hardening rate at large strains. First, 

when a twin forms, there is always a lattice reorientation 

inside the twin. In a longitudinal titanium specimen this 
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reorientation should result in a less favorable Schmid fac-

tor for prism slip. Second, at all strains twinning tends 

to reduce the effective grain size of the metal. This 

should result in a continuous increase in flow stress due 

to a dynamic Petch effect. 55 Third, at large strains, the 

grains become so fragmented by twinning that the mean free 

path across a crystalline area becomes small enough to im

pede the formation of a cell structure. In other words, 

twinning could impede dynamic recovery. 

Consider first the reorientation hardening. It has 

been experimentally observed
92 

that when titanium has a 

texture with basal planes closely aligned parallel to the 

stress axis, twinning occurs primarily on {1122} and {1124} 

planes. With the formation of each {1122} or {1124} twin, 

the basal plane in the twin is rotated to where it makes 

an angle of about 65° and 76°, respectively, with the basal 

plane of the original grain. Rotations of this magnitude 

of the basal plane relative to the stress axis in the longi

tudinal tensile specimens have a drastic effect on the 

Schmid factors for prism slip. In a {1122} twin the Schmid 

factor should be decreased by a factor of about 4 to 5 and 

in a {1124} twin the decrease should be even larger. If it 

1S assumed that twinning does not alter the flow stress for 

pr1sm slip, then we may conclude that prism slip inside the 

twins is probably not a factor in the plastic deformation of 

the aggregate. It is probable, however, that other deformation 
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modes act inside the twins, as demonstrated by tIe fact 

that {1122} twins always undergo extensive second orde 

twinning. 92 These second order twins may be seen in many 

of the twins in Figs. 37 and 39. At the presen t'me, i 

is not possible to estimate the stress level required 0 

operate these other deformation modes and we canon y 

conclude that reorientation hardening may be a significant 

effect. 

The significance of the Petch effe ct can be roughly 

evaluated with the fracture stres s-gra i n size data of Cole

man and Hardie. 28 These authors showed t hat reducing the 

grain size of alpha zirconium from 64~ to 4~ increased the 

fracture stress at 77°K by about 42,000 psi. Since twin-

ning is not of major signif icance in longitudinal zirconium 

specimens used by Coleman and Hardie,28 we can conclude that 

a reduction in the effective grain size (as in twinning) 

could have a measurable effect on t he f l ow stress~ 

Fur t her insight into the role of t winn'ng in low te -

perature deformation is afforded by t he stress-strain be-

hav ior of a transverse specimen of zirconium Figure 51 

s hows t he 77° K true stres s -true p las t ic strain curves fOT 

t 1m zirconium spec imens cut fr om the same p ate in the 

longit udina l and t r ansverse direct' on. In the longitudinal 

specimen t he text ure favors prism sip. In the transverse 

specimen, many grains are unfavorably oriented for pris 

slip and hence plast'c deformat'on in these grains requires 
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twinning. It can be seen that the stress-strain curve for 

the transverse specimen is nearly linear and that it has 

a larger uniform strain than the longitudinal one. The 

microstructure of the transverse specimen showed profuse 

twinning (Fig. 52), whereas the longitudinal specimen had 

a low density of twinning. 

The preceding discussion demonstrates the close con-

nection between deformation twinning and the stress-strain 

behavior in specimens deformed at normal strain rates. A 

question that remains unanswered is why the twinning rate 

should decrease in the specimen deformed at the fastest 

rate, 2.7 x 10- 1 sec-I. It is quite possible that, apart 

from temperature and stress level, a certain minimum time 

is necessary for the twins to nucleate and probably to grow. 

If this assumption is true, the twin density should be even 

lower in specimens deformed under impact conditions. This 

should result in greatly reduced ductility and may even 

partially account for the significant loss in impact strength 

observed in titanium alloys at low temperatures. 

4.7. An Investigation of the Shape 
of the Stress-Strain Curves 
After a Strain Rate Change 

Strain rate changes during a tensile test of commer -

cial purity alpha titanium do not have the same effect on 

the shape of the stress-strain diagram at all temperatures. 

As can be seen in Figs. 42 and 43, only within rather limited 
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Fig. 52. Microstructure of a transverse zirconium specimen 
deformed 29 percent at 77°K. Magnification 300 
times. CR. E. Reed-Hill, Deformation Twinning, 
AIME Met. Conf. Series, Vol. 25, Gordon and Breach 
Science Publishers, New York, 1964, pp. 295-320.) 
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temperature ranges does the flow stress change smoothly 

and continuously to a value characteristic of the new strain 

rate. In the dynamic strain aging region a rate increase 

produces a small transient flow stress maximum similar in 

appearance to a yield point, while equivalent minimum can 

be observed upon a decrease in strain rate. In this sec-

tion these different shapes of the stress-strain curves will 

be analyzed by the theory of dislocation dynamics. 

Following Johnston and Gilman,2l the total crosshead 

displacement in a tensile test is composed of two parts, 

~y = ~Yel(system) + ~ypl(specimen) (20) 

or ~y - ~y ~y 
el(system) - - pl(specimen) 

(21) 

The elastic displacement, ~Yel(system) is related to the 

incremental load, ~F, by the expression: 

~Yel(system) = ~F/K (22) 

where K is the effective spring constant. The total cross-

head displacement is ~y = S ~t, where S is the crosshead 
c c 

speed and ~t is the time interval for which the displacement 

is measured. Also, ~y l( . ) = £ Epl~t, where £ is p speclmen 0 0 

the initial gage length of the specimen and spl is the · 

plastic strain rate. 

For infinitesimal changes, Eq. (21) becomes: 

F K[S - £ E 1] cop 
(23) 
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The plastic strain rate may be expressed by the well known 

Orowan equation, € 1 = sbp v, where s is the Schmid factor, 
p m 

b is the Burgers vector, p is the mobile dislocation denm 

sity and v is the average dislocation velocity. In absence 

of any known dislocation velocity measurements on titanium, 

the average velocity, v, of the dislocation will be assumed 

to follow a power law. It is assumed that the flow stress, 

T, in a nearly pure metal is composed of two parts, TS' 

the short-range component which is believed to be thermally 

activated, and T., the internal stress component which is 
1 

long-range in nature and depends on the internal structure 

and the shear modulus. It is postulated that only T , the s 

effective stress, acts on the dislocation. The power law 

thus becomes: 

v (24) 

where T is the total shear stress, T. is the internal 
1 

stress, D is a constant for the material, and m* is assumed 

to be a constant that depends only on temperature. 

In terms of tensile load, 

= [F -F iJm* 
v aD' 

(25) 

where a is the speClmen cross-section and D' is a constant 

related to D through the Schmid factor. 
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Substituting for spl in Eq. (23), 

. [ ( (F - F . )) m* ] 
F = K S - sbp £ 1 

C m 0 aD' 
(26) 

The above equation may be integrated in a computer if 

the time dependence of the mobile dislocation density, Pm' 

and of the internal force component, F., is known. 
1 

The load-time curve in a tensile test for alpha ti-

tanium is found to be roughly linear for any 1.5 percent 

strain interval after an initial plastic strain of about 

1 percent. This strain interval is about that required to 

produce steady state conditions after a rate change. It can 

be shown that the thermally activated part of the flow stress, 

T , does not vary appreciably in this strain interval since s 

it is not a strong function of dislocation density.l From 

the above, it follows that the internal force component 

would vary roughly linearly with time. 

F. 
1 

F. + F. t 
1 1 

o 
(27) 

where Fi is the internal force at the instant the strain 
o 

rate is changed and F. is a measure of work hardening. 
1 

The time dependence of p will now be considered. Dis
m 

location density measurements by Jones and Conrad6l on alpha 

titanium at room temperature indicate a linear dependence 

with strain. However, these measurements give the total 

density and not the mobile fraction. There appears to be 
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no way by which the latter can be measured. In the absence 

of any experimental information, it will be assumed that 

the mobile density also varies linearly with strain. 

+ Cl.E (28) 

where Pm is the mobile density at the instant the strain 
o 

rate is changed. 

Taking the time derivative on both sides, 

dp /dt 
m 

Cl.E (29) 

For a constant strain rate, the above equation would imply 

that P varies linearly with time. m 

P = Pm (1 + yt) 
m 0 

where 

(30) 

(31) 

The parameter y which appears in subsequent equations 

is thus related to the rate at which mobile dislocations 

mUltiply. 

Substituting for Pm and Fi in Eq. (26), 

F 
[ (

F-(Fio+l;it))m'J 
K S -sb£ P (l+yt) 

como aD' 
(32) 

It is possible to eliminate some of the constants in the 

above equation by applying the initial conditions when the 
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deformation speed is changed. These are as follows: 

At t 0, F F . Sc 0' 
F. 

1 
Fi and F = Fo 

o 

For a strain rate change by a factor P, it can be shown 

that Eq. (32) reduces to the following: 

(33) 

It may be noticed that D does not appear in the above equa-
. 

tion. The parameters K, F and F. may be estimated directly o 1 

from the Instron chart. It is possible to estimate y from 

dislocation density measurements but the mobile and total 

dislocation densities need not necessarily have the same 

functional dependence with strain. Stress relaxation ex-

periments can give a measure of the internal force compon-

ent, Fi ' as long as the mobile dislocation density remains 
o 

constant during the relaxation process. 93 Finally, in that 

which follows, m* is considered to be an adjustable parameter 

which can be varied until a close fit with the experimental 

curve is obtained. 

The integration of Eq. (33) was carried out in an IBM 

360 computer. Table II summarizes the parameters used for 

that part of the load-time curves obtained after increasing 

the crosshead speed by a factor of 10. Consider first those 

for the elevated temperatures (873°, 973° and 1073°K) where 
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Table II 

Parameters of Equation 33 for 
Strain Rate Increase 

300 0 K 523°K 873°K 973°K 1073°K 

m* 9.0 4.6 4.45 5.5 5.6 

F. 
1 

(lb. ) 1,580 800 20 10 10 
0 

F. (lb.min - 1 ) 50 22 9 4.25 3.25 
1 

- 1 y(min ) 0.5 5.0 0 0 0 

ex (in. - 2) 1.45xl012 1.45xl013 0 0 0 

m 27 10.9 6.7 5 . 5 5.3 
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the deformation behavior is believed to be the simplest. 

At these high temperatures, the work hardening rate, F., is 
1 

very small,and consistent with this low work hardening rate 

is the assumption that both the total as well as the mobile 

dislocation density are nearly constant, or y is zero. 

The other parameters were estimated as discussed earlier. 

The value of m* was adjusted until a good fit between the 

theoretical and experimental curves was obtained. 

Consider the parameters for 300 o K. This temperature 

falls in a region where the effects associated with dynamic 

strain aging are present only to a rather small degree. 

From Jones and Conrad's6l data on dislocation density, a 

was estimated .as 1.45 x 10 12 in - 2 . Assuming that the mobile 

density varies with strain in the same way as the total 

density and is a constant fraction (0.40) of the latter, y 

was estimated as shown in Table II. The value of m* ob-

tained by close fit with the experimental curve is also 

shown in Table II. 

Similar computations were performed for decreases in 

strain rate. The parameters used for these calculations 

are summarized in Table III. The values of a are negative, 

consistent with the postulate that the mobile density de-

creases with decreasing deformation rate. It should be 

noted that the units for work hardening rate, Fi' are 

lb.min- l . The chart speed was not decreased simultaneously 

with that of the crosshead. Therefore, for the same work 
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Table III 

Parameters of Equation 33 for 
Strain Rate Decrease 

300 0 K 523°K 873°K 973°K 1073°K 

m* 9.6 5.4 4.0 5.3 5.3 

F· 1 
(lb. ) 1,600 822 20 10 10 

0 

. -1 
5.0 0.4 0.9 0.425 0.325 F.(lb.min ) 

1 

Y (min -1) -0.05 - 0.5 0 0 0 

-2 a(in. ) -1.45x10 12 -1.45x1013 0 0 0 
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hardening rates at both strain rates, the actual values of 

F. at the lower strain rate should be one-tenth of those at 
l 

the faster strain rate. These are shown in Table III. 

Let us now consider the 523°K curve, where a small 

yield point was observed upon an increase in strain rate 

and an inverse or negative yield point upon a decrease in 

strain rate. A better insight into the nature of this type 

of phenomenon is afforded by the stress-strain curve cor-

responding to 673°K shown in Fig. 43. This diagram clearly 

indicates that the transient yield phenomena can occur with-

out any change in the basic level of the flow stress. That 

is, at 673°K as soon as the transients are completed, the 

flow stress returns to approximately the value it had before 

the rate was changed. There is also another feature of the 

673°K curve that is more evident than in the 523°K curve. 

In both cases there is an inverse strain rate dependence of 

the work hardening rate. In other words, increasing the 

strain rate results in a decrease in the work hardening 

rate. That this is true at 673°K can be seen in Fig. 43 

where the average slope of the stress-strain curve follow-

ing the transient region can be seen to drop sharply after 

a rate increase. It is believed that both of these effects, 

the transient yield phenomena and the inverse strain rate 

dependence of the work hardening,are related and both are 

aspects of dynamic strain aging. The coupling between the 

two phenomena can be rationalized rather simply; namely 
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that, with increasing strain rate and dislocation velocity, 

the probability of a moving dislocation becoming pinned 

should decrease. This should result in both an increase 

in the number of mobile dislocations, accounting for the 

small yield point, as well as in a lowering of the rate of 

accumulation of dislocations, accounting for the decrease 

in the work hardening rate. 

Further support for the assumption that the transients 

are associated with sudden changes in the mobile disloca-

tion density immediately after a rate change can be ob-

tained by the following. On increasing the strain rate at 

673°K (Fig. 43), there is an instantaneous increase in the 

slope of the stress-strain curve. The most reasonable 

assumption is that this rapid rise in flow stress can only 

be due to a sudden change in T
S

' the thermally activated 

flow stress component. If this were not true, one would 

have to assume an almost instantaneous change in the long-

range component, T£. Since T£ is not dependent on disloca

tion velocity, this would imply an instantaneous macroscopic 

increase in dislocation density which is inconsistent with 

dislocation dynamics. On the other hand, a sudden increase 

in flow stress with an increase in strain rate is character-

is tic of T which strongly depends on dislocation velocity. s ' 

Consequently, we can rationalize the peaks as follows. It 

is assumed that under the conditions of the test in Fi g . 43 

a mobile dislocation density is developed that is 
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characteristic of both the strain and strain rate and is 

larger at a higher strain rate. This suggests that during 

the strain interval associated with the transients, the 

mobile density increases from a value characteristic of the 

lower strain rate to one characteristic of higher strain 

rate. There is strong evidence to assume that the major 

change in mobile density occurs during the transient period 

and the change thereafter is small. Several factors sup

port this viewpoint. First, consider Fig. 53. This shows 

a set of curves corresponding to various values of the dis

location multiplication factor, a. The effect of work hard

ening has been included in these curves. They clearly 

demonstrate that yield points occur only for large rates of 

dislocation multiplication and these become more pronounced 

with increasing a. Also note that if one assumes an a suf

ficient to give a yield point,the flow stress continues to 

fall after the yield point and the computed curves do not 

correspond to the experimental ones. Only if the rapid 

multiplication of dislocations is assumed to stop after the 

transient period is over is it possible to make the computed 

curves agree with the experimental ones. 

With regard to the magnitude of the mobile dislocation 

multiplication rate after the transient period, it is rea

sonable to assume that it is again proportional to the rate 

of build-up of the total dislocation density. Since the 

work hardening rate at 523°K is nearly equal to that at 
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Fig. 53. Effect of mobile dislocation multiplication 
rate, a at 523°K on the shape of the load-time 
curves of titanium with a strain rate change. 
a) a = 1.45xl012 inch- 2 ; b) a = 2.90xl0 12 ; 
c) a = 1.45xl013 ; d) a = 2.90xl0 13 . 
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300 0 K (Fig. 24), one might, therefore, expect that after 

the transient period, a would be roughly the same at 300 0 

In making the 523°K calculations, however, it 

was assumed that a was zero after the transient period ln 

order to simplify the calculations. This was justified on 

the basis that this small value of a has very little effect 

on the stress-strain curve after nearly steady state condi-

tions are attained as is the case after the transient is 

completed. 

The exact nature of functional dependence of Pm with 

time in the transient interval is not known. One could, 

however, assume to a first approximation that the mobile 

density varies linearly in this interval and that it is 

constant at the end of this period. With the above postu-

late, and using reasonable estimates of a, Fi and F i , the 
o 

value of m* was obtained by the best fit with the experi-

mental curve. 

The results of the present analysis are given in Figs. 

54 and 55. The solid curves are the experimental load-time 

curves, whereas the dots represent the predicted data. The 

calculations indicated that the value of m* strongly depends 

on the internal force component, F i . In order to get 
o 

accurate values for m*, it is necessary to know the other 

parameters, namely a, Fi and Fi' accurately. In general, 
o 

knowing any three parameters, the fourth may be estimated 

from strain rate cycling experiments. 
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Tables II and III give the m* values at different 

temperatures for alpha titanium obtained by the present 

analysis. Also included in Table II are the values ob

tained by the strain rate cycling method assuming that 

m = lin, where n is the strain rate sensitivity parameter. 

The values obtained from analysis of the shape of the stress

strain curves are much smaller than those estimated from the 

latter method. This is not unexpected since the present 

analysis considers only the effective stress acting on the 

dislocations. It is felt that the method of obtaining m* 

from analysis of the shape of the stress-strain curve is 

more meaningful than the strain rate cycling method since 

the assumption of constant mobile density inherent in the 

latter method need not be made in the former. 

The preceding discussion demonstrates that information 

of a significant nature may be obtained from an analysis of 

the shapes of the load-time curves obtained after a strain 

rate change. Figure 56 shows schematically the load-time 

curves that might be expected under various conditions of 

the test. Curve A in Fig. 56 would imply absence of work 

hardening with no change in the mobile dislocation density. 

In curve B work hardening is superimposed. Curve C implies 

that only the mobile density changes, whereas in curve D 

work hardening is also superimposed on the former. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The stress-strain behavior of commercial purity 

titanium is markedly affected by deformation twinning and 

dynamic strain aging. 

2. Below 200 0 K deformation twinning enhances the 

ductility of the metal by increasing the work hardening 

rate at large strains so that the true stress-true strain 

curve is linear and Considere's criterion for necking is 

satisfied only at large strains. 

3. There are three ways by which deformation twinning 

could accomplish the above result. These are by lattice 

reorientation inside the twins, by reducing the effective 

grain size (Petch effect), and by making dynamic recovery 

more difficult. At the pres~nt time, it is not possible 

to state definitively which of these effects is most signifi

cant. 

4. A semi-logarithmic plot of yield stress against 

temperature shows two deviations from linearity, centered 

at about 300° and 7000K. Dynamic strain aging phenomena 

are observed in these two temperature intervals. The lower 

temperature region may be associated with the interaction 

between hydrogen atoms and dislocations. The upper 

)31 
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temperature interval is probably associated with oxygen, 

nitrogen or carbon. 

5. The pronounced minimum in elongation that occurs 

in titanium in the dynamic strain aging region is similar 

to the blue brittle effect in steel. As in the case of 

steel, the temperature of the minimum elongation depends 

on the deformation rate. At normal strain rates (10- 4 sec-I) 

it occurs near 7S0 0 K, but moves by about SOaK for each order 

of magnitude increase in strain rate. The minimum in elon

gation is not accompanied by a drastic' loss in reduction in 

area. 

6. The blue brittle effect in titanium is a necking 

phenomenon. At the ductility minimum temperature necking 

occurs at small strains and,once it starts, it develops 

catastrophically. The neck in the tensile specimen deformed 

at the blue brittle temperature is thus very sharply de

fined. 

7. Above the blue brittle temperature the tensile 

elongation rises very rapidly. The large elongation in this 

region is due to the development of a diffuse neck. 

8. Strain rate dependent work hardening rate maxima 

have been observed in the dynamic strain aging region (be

tween 600 0 and 8S0 0 K). Both the blue brittle effect and 

the pronounced increase in tensile elongation just above 

the blue brittle temperature in titanium can be ration

alized in terms of the strain rate dependent work hardening. 
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9. Above 8S0 o K the work hardening as well as its rate 

dependence i3 small but the strain rate sensitivity of the 

flow stress is large. The large tensile elongation in this 

interval is probably caused by the same conditions as those 

that result in superplasticity. 

10. A modified Johnston-Gilman analysis has shown that 

the transients observed in the stress-strain curves upon a 

strain rate change can be rationalized on the assumption 

that the mobile dislocation density increases more rapidly 

with increasing strain rate and similarly decreases with 

decreasing strain rate during a time interval at which 

transients are observed. 
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